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DUST SHROUDS,  
CASINGS & COVERS

FROM IT’S SOURCE! 
CONTROLLING
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 DUST SHROUDS 
APE Superior dust shrouds are designed to  
provide dust-free grinding when used on an angle 
grinder (and when using a quality dust extraction 
system combination). Maintain your health –  
and the environment.

Leading the Preparation Industry, All Preparation 
Equipment dust shrouds are a must for ALL angle 
grinders. Using a shroud will help remove all the 
dust that the diamond wheel causes – providing a 
longer life for your diamond grinding wheels. 

Stop battling with dust – conform with 
environmental and health regulations.

Dust Port Sizing: to connect to most brands of 
vacuums hose fittings.  

Internal diameter: 35mm 
Outside diameter: 38mm

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
-  Work 100% dust free when connected to a  

suitable extractor
-  Help protect yourself from respiratory issues
- Get more life out of your diamond tooling
-  Velcro rubber skirt, follows floor contour to provide  

a maximum air seal
-  Adjustable skirt for easy to height adjustment,  

to suit the height of your diamond wheels 



Code Description Applications

DS-AD125 AirDUSTER Dust 
Shroud cover

Available in

- 4/5’’ – to suit 100–125mm  
Angle Grinders

- 7/9’’ – to suit 175–230mm Grinders 

Removal of dust from angle grinder. 
Universal fastening, suitable for ALL 
angle grinders. Open construction 
“Aero”: Works even with LOW-POWER 
vacuum cleaners, active blade cooling, 
visual control of cutting zone.

DS-AC125 AirCHASER 125mm 
Dust Shroud

Adjustable cutting depth. Full view 
of the cutting zone. Effectiveness in 
keeping the blade cool

DS-AS90 AirSLIDER45  
Tile Cutter

Made for cutting of ceramic tile, 
granite, marble with angle 45’. Is 
set to 125 angle grinder. Universal 
fastening, suitable for ALL angle 
grinders. Adjustable miter cutting size. 
Fluoroplastic guides do not scratch the 
surface. Cutting area overview.

AirSLIDER 90 Dust 
Shroud Cover

Can be used on Granite, ceramic, 
marble, sheet metal fabrication.

- Right / Left handed handle position
- Controlled cutting depth
- Patented design
- Easy gliding
- Scratch free
- Fluoroplastic slides

DS-125CC 125mm (5’’) Crack  
Chasing Shroud

Cutting tiles, concrete, sandstone or 
granite, tuck pointing or crack chasing? 
Make it even safer and cleaner with this 
crack chasing shroud to capture dust. 
Designed with durable polycarbonate, 
it provides blade visibility, adjustable 
depth guide and allows you to maintain 
a healthy work environment. Includes 
4 variations of grinder brackets. Suits: 
125mm (5’’) Grinders with a neck size 
of between 40-55mm 

100MM (4”) DUST SHROUDS 

CUTTING

 4’’/5’’ SHROUDS 
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100MM (4”) DUST SHROUDS 

Code Description Applications

DS-100SN 100mm (4”) Snub Nose 
Dust Shroud

- Perfect your floors; grinding or 
polishing right up to an edge

- Suits: 100mm (4’’) Angle  
Grinders with a neck size  
between 42-47mm

DS-SKT100-V 100mm (4’’) Snub Nose 
Replacement Skirt 

Red Replacement Skirt suits  
4’’ Snub Nose Dust Shroud

125MM (5”) DUST SHROUDS 

Code Description Applications

DS-125APE 125mm (5’’) Corner 
Dust Shroud Composite

This professional composite dust 
shroud fits effectively to connect to 
the angle grinder for complete dust 
control. Allowing you to grind right up 
along the edge of the wall surface and 
into corners successfully. 

Suits: 125mm (5’’) Grinders

DS-125CS 125mm (5’’) Corner  
Dust Shroud

Our Corner Dust shroud floats across 
the floor without seal friction or suck 
down to provide the ultimate control 
and perfect finish every time. Two flat 
edging sections on the steel frame 
allow you to grind up along the edges 
and corners successfully. Complete 
with multiple inserts – connect to most 
brands of grinders.

Suits: 125mm (5’’) Grinders with a neck 
size of between 44-54mm

DS-SKT125-
GENUINE

125mm (5’’) Corner 
GENUINE Shroud 
replacement skirt 

Genuine White 125mm replacement 
skirt suits: 125mm Corner Dust Shroud

GRINDING



100MM (4”) DUST SHROUDS 

CUTTING

 7’’/9’’ SHROUDS 

Code Description Applications

DS-AD230 AirDUSTER Dust  
Shroud cover

Available in

- 4/5’’ – to suit 100–125mm  
Angle Grinders

- 7/9’’ – to suit 175–230mm 
Grinders 

Removal of dust from angle grinder. 
Universal fastening, suitable for ALL 
angle grinders. Open construction 
“Aero”: Works even with LOW-
POWER vacuum cleaners, active 
blade cooling, visual control of 
cutting zone.

DS-230CC 175mm/230mm  
(7/9’’) Crack  
Chasing Shroud

Cutting tiles, concrete,  
sandstone or granite, tuck  
pointing or crack chasing?  
Make it even safer and cleaner 
with this crack chasing shroud to 
capture dust. Designed with durable 
polycarbonate, it provides blade 
visibility, adjustable depth guide  
and allows you to maintain a  
healthy work environment. 
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Code Description Applications

DS-180APE Holer 180mm (7’’) 
Professional  
Composite Dust Shroud

- This shroud fits every 7” Holer Cup 
Grinder ACT body type

- Made of cast Composite
- No more skirt adjustments
- The unique flip top front allows  

edge grinding right up to the edge 
99% dust free 

- Collars supplied are for Makita & 
Hitachi and includes hub cup spacer

DS-180PREM Holer 180mm (7’’) 
Premium Aluminium 
Dust Shroud

Holer 180mm (7’’) Premium Aluminium 
Dust Shroud. Includes Hitachi & Makita 
Plastic Collars

DS-175SN 175mm/230mm  
(7/9’’) Snub Nose  
Dust Shroud 

These shrouds fit 175mm and 230mm 
Angle grinders from the larger brands 
including Bosch to smaller ones such 
as Dewalt or Milwalkee, This shroud 
is complete with 7 adaptor inserts to 
ensure you have the right fit for your 
grinder. Grinding right up to an edge, 
you can complete your perfect finish. 

Suits: 175mm and 230mm Grinders 
with a neck size of between 59-74mm 

DS-SKT175-
GENUINE

175mm/230mm  
(7/9’’) Corner  
GENUINE shroud 
replacement skirt 

Genuine White 175mm/230mm 
replacement skirt suits 175mm/230mm 
Corner Dust Shroud

175MM/230MM (7”/9”) DUST SHROUDS 

GRINDING



 DRILLING SHROUDS 

Code Description Applications

DS-HD20 HomeDUSTER 20mm 
Dust Shroud

- 90’ Mirror Guide / Right Angle  
- Drilling diameter up to 20mm 
- Reliable vacuum fixation to hold it to 

the surface you are working on

DS-DD82 DrillDUSTER 82mm 
Dust Shroud

- Drill diameter up to 82mm
- Controls fine and larger  

dust particles
- Can be used on wall and floor 

surfaces for efficient dust or water/ 
slurry control in drilling applications

DS-AD162 AquaDUSTER  
162mm for wet or  
dry applications

- Firm Vacuum fixaction to wall and 
floor surfaces 

- Water and sludge control  
and removal 

- Max Drilling diameter is 162mm

DS-DF68 DrillFIX 68 Dust Shroud - Designed for drill bits  
between 6-70mm

- Ensures maximum precision and 
template if fixed on the machined 
surface creating a powerful suction

- Fast effective, control of dust  
while drilling
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